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The Horror! The Horror!
Arthur Graham

Where's all the horror? There's not enough horror... WE NEED MORE FUCKING
HORROR!!!

I hear this sort of thing from readers often enough, I figured it was about
time I addressed it.

So, what puts the 'H' in HST, you might ask? Well, I could start with all the
obvious horrors of addiction, abuse, and mental illness... The horrors of
work and family life, of crowds and solitude, of merely existing on this
godforsaken planet... The horrors of too much and too little, of love and no
love, of too soon and too goddamn late... The horrors of never-ending lists.
And that's not to mention the elephant in the room – the horrors of
writing poetry!

Put another way, our horror's more akin to that of Kurtz in Heart of
Darkness, nebulous and all-encompassing, as opposed to anything we'd
typically associate with “horror” as a literary genre. Not that we're
opposed to poems about demons, ghosts, and zombies, but often it seems
there's nothing more horrific than ordinary, everyday life. Our demons
come in bottles, our ghosts former lovers, and our zombies simply us from
nine to five.

So, there you have it. In the space I could've used for another poem or two
for all the poor, misled horror fans, I've provided nothing but excuses for
the dearth of genre horror in a journal with “Horror” in its title . Sorry,
couldn't help it – I'm an asshole.

On the plus side, however, I've managed to include some extra pages in
this issue, so hopefully at least there'll be fewer complaints about length.

Can't please 'em all, y'all...

Arthur Graham
Salt Lake City, March 2018

Poets
Gary Huggins

poets like to smoke dope
poets like to drink red wine and eat good cheese

as long as someone else pays the check
poets like to piss in lesser poets’ letter boxes

poets like to pretend they want to fuck each other
and then not fuck each other

poets like to fall in love with other poets
although almost always this is unrequited

poets like to pose suicidal
and then preach joie de vivre whilst

in the queue to receive benefits checks
or buying mints to cover the stench of coffee and cigarettes

poets like to impress other poets
poets love themselves
poets hate themselves
poets like to circle jerk

poets like to take large doses of hallucinogens
and trip the f out man

poets are poets because they have nothing better to do
poets are poets because they have too much to do

poets are poets because if you’re going to pick one dead
art it might as well be an easy one

poets are poets because their prose isn’t good enough
poets are poets because poetry helps cure chronic masturbation

poets are poets because they want to fuck and be fucked
but are never the former and always the later

in another less satisfying context
poets are stealing your jobs

poets are making moves on your sons and daughters
poets are giving back alley abortions

poets are stealing pills from your dying mother’s medical cabinet
poets stole your cat

poets broke into your house and ate your children’s breakfast cereal
poets slaughtered your chickens and stole their eggs

poets are compulsive liars
a poet is standing in your kitchen

pouring your falafel mix all over your new lino flooring



Sometimes I Like Roleplay
Chelsea Oliver

I’ll be your slutty student,
your damsel in distress,

the cheerleader to your football star,
even a dominatrix.
But don’t you dare,
make me call you

Daddy.
He’s the reason I crave sex.

The reason I despise it.
The reason I hate the word,

Daddy.
After he came into my room,

I had no chance.
He sat down beside me,

pretending to watch me sleep.
In case mom walked by.

But he slipped a finger in me
and covered my mouth

with my teddy bear.
My eyes shot open.

I knew this was wrong
but at thirteen

the hormones had kicked in
and I did as he said.

Moan.
Arch your back.

Bite your lip.
I did it all.

I pretended he was my history teacher.
He has hot and young.
He was not my daddy.

Shut the door.
Remove your clothes.

Lay back down.
Don’t tell your mother.

He always kept a finger inside me.

I moaned – like he asked.
As he rubbed my stomach,

squeezed my growing breasts
and finally kneeled over my naked body

he looked me square in the eye.
Then told me he knew what I did with the neighbor boy

and demanded I show him what I had to offer.
He threw my legs back.

My toes hit the headboard,
revealing all of my young, bare pussy

and he shoved all of himself inside of me.
The cock that created me,

was now in me.
The hands that once held me,

pushed my thighs against the mattress.
I couldn’t hide that I was wet,

pretending he was someone else
and gasping for breath between pounds.

I shut my eyes tightly.
He forced me to open them.

To stare at him
as he pumped himself in and out and

he watched as his speed made my boobs bounce
faster and faster.

He told me to moan for him as he went deeper.
Mmhmm, Daddy.
Oh yeah, Daddy.

Harder, Daddy, harder.
Daddy.
Daddy.
Daddy!

STOP!!!

Please treat me like the sexy nurse to your patient.
The dumb secretary to your boss.

Even the victim to your rapist.
Just never,

ever
make me call you

Daddy.



                      two days 
                      without alcohol

Sober Fish                       J.J. Campbell
James Babbs

                      woke up
I told her                    this morning
I really liked drinking,                    with a splitting
I liked getting drunk,                    headache
so if she had a problem with it,
maybe she should just go.                    two days

                   without
She got really quiet then,                      alcohol
didn’t say much
for the rest of the evening.                     it's not

                    worth
I said look baby,                      this pain
find somebody else
if you don’t like it.                    the joy of
There are plenty of sober fish in the sea.                       giving in

                  is realizing
And I don’t know why,                     the future
but I found this so funny,                     is so far
I literally couldn’t stop laughing.                      away there's

                    no damn
Finally,                     reason to
she gave me that look                      even think
and told me she was leaving.                      about it

            
Alright baby, I said,                      the urgency
whatever you wanna do.                     of now is all

                    about making
I watched her sweet ass                      it through the
move across the room                     night in one
until she’d slammed the door                     piece
behind it.              

                     hopefully
I then got up from the couch,                        
waved at emptiness,                     the devil
and stumbled off                                   tastes sweet
for another drink.                   tonight

           

Having A Drink With The Old Man
John D. Robinson

I had left her in bed
it was early morning
and we needed
a loaf of bread;
by chance or fate
or bad luck
we met
and he asked
“Do you fancy a drink?”
“Of course” I said
“Where?” he asked
“Your choice” I answered;
we ended up on a
ferry crossing the
channel to Belgium
and for three days
and nights we stayed
drunk and crazy and
slept a few hours in and then
a bus depot and we 3 days later
staggered into carnivals returned home,
and danced with weak and fragile and
nuns and kissed the vulnerable
hands of fat barmaids but my lady was angry

very angry;
“You bastard! I’ve
been phoning hospitals
and police stations for
3 fucking days, I didn’t
know if you were
dead or alive!”
she screamed
“You’re a lousy
thoughtless beast
and you didn’t even
bring back a fucking
loaf of bread!”



The Eye
John Gartland

Man, I’m an ex-Private Eye, I can strike a cool pose
while listening to others’ production-line prose,

self-published wunderkinds who believe their own hype,
burned-out actors on valium bogarting the mike,

tales of drug-hauls and bar girls and crooked police,
and hard-drinking dicks who’ve adopted the east.

Look! I‘m old-school detective, I’ve seen the whole bag,
Spillane-heads, in trench coats, Dash Hammett in drag.

Just a crime-writers’ gig, at the Mambo hotel,
but outside it’s for real, and they’re guilty as hell.

It’s a crime-writers’ gig, at the Mambo hotel,
where whorehounds had partied for fifty odd years.

But life, like a crime scene’s not all it appears;
the old cathouse is cabaret, now; it’s a fact,

and, under new management, the riskiest act,
would be squeezing the original mama san’s hand,

which once, like the anthem, could make a room stand,
and left a broad smile on the girls in the band,

at the Mambo Hotel.

Two floors of short-time ghosts,
a locked-up beauty shop, and dust;

now pulp writers rap about crime here,
and must shoot the fictional breeze on stage.

But, as the Eye on the case, I’ll cut to the chase,
the major heist is on the street,

and there’s fresh blood on the page.

Bent judges and psychopaths, hustlers and has-beens,
professional liars, Bangkok is a crime scene.

Hey, I was an Eye, wrestled crime for a living,
and still have a hunch for who’s making a killing.
The patriots and flag sniffers, feeling the force,
play patsy for billionaires, hit men, and punks,

they’ve closed down the city and cheered themselves hoarse,
till the tourists and hookers are packing their trunks.
Man, the hacks know the issue, but no one dares say;

destabilization is sent from upstairs,
since they can’t get joe public to vote the right way.
More generals than doormen, tear-gas everywhere,

there’s gold braid enough here to carpet a whorehouse,
gridlock on the streets, and a coup in the air.

Look, I’m just an Eye, with an odd tale to tell,
at a pulp writers’ gig at the Mambo Hotel.

But, outside? It’s for real, pal.
They’re guilty as hell.

You’d better believe it, they’re guilty as hell.

(From Phnom Penh to Bangkok: 17 Planekillaz)



Good Liar
Cole Bauer

"How have you been?"
"Really good. Working, living."

Job application and resume
Filled out, turned in, dressed nice
Sometimes an interview
With no job
Most times I get nothing at all
Still in the unemployment line

"We've been going out for fun."
"That's good you're not struggling."
"Yeah."

Money runs low
My own wife and I
We pawn what we can
Until the next paycheck
Where we then can't even
Afford to do something free

"How's the apartment hunt?"
"Good. Still looking for the right one."

Live in a shady motel
Take pictures of nice areas
Far from where I live
Posting them online
But really
Getting rejected
From anywhere and everywhere
Bad credit
Bad rental history
Good liar

"Love you too, goodnight."
"Proud of you."

Another Poem for Dani
Benjamin Blake

You’ve been married
For a about half a year now
And no closer to happiness

Even the comfort the bottle brings
Is thwarted by the Mormonic dogma

That runs so rampant in your home state

I would have shared your birthday and your bed
Woken you with coffee and little kisses upon the cheek

California was always an option
You always had other options

So now you lay tortured
In your picket-fence purgatory

Sick to the skinny stomach
That will likely soon swell and distend

With the inaugural child
Which will further drain the life

From your chapped teat

And maybe I sit here
With only bitter chords for company

But I have my relative integrity
And you’ll never read this anyway



I Followed a Fuck Full of Orgasms  ~  A.J. Huffman

down an all-to-obvious lane to misery.
I know better than to be
blinded by a body attached to miraculous
eight inches, but somewhere beyond
my heart, I am a base
creature, an animalistic beast
of desire to climax at every hour
of night and day. I allow myself
this next heinous mistake, cover it
in body glitter and musk oil to make it simple
to swallow, stare in awe at how easily I can
convince myself Hell is a wonderful place
for my body to visit.

Addendum to Your Pudendum  ~  M.J. Nicholls

You told me after the ninth Hefeweizen
You had an addendum to your pudendum

And I said cool
I have a footnote to my footlong

And in the frantic clutch of lust
I ripped off your aquamarine panties
And you whispered
“Baby, read the addendum.”

I switched on the table lamp
Squinted at the text
And noticed that your discourse
was wildly conjectural
lacking adequate citations         
or cross-references             And my erection     
with no endnotes             Powered by the finest German beer
or basic bibliography in sight             sank like the Lusitania

       
            As you read my footnote:        
            “May cause drowsiness.”

               

foreplay
damion snow

hey baby did you bring the lube i said
and she cums in through the front door
with a walmart bag with condoms and

lube and she is wearing sunglasses

yes i bought the fucking lube

i opened the bag
but couldn't find any produce

baby did you get any carrots

she’s wearing a trench coat
and she ignores my questions

i follow her into the living room

why didn’t you get any celery sticks baby

she stops and turns towards me

what about ass play baby, what
are we supposed to do now
i really wanted you to put

one of those japanese eggplants
in my hiney again

she unbuttons her trench coat
and duct taped to the inside is

bushels and bushels of bananas

a fruit bush for my fruit boy
she says

oh wow baby you’re the best i say
and then she gives me a banana split



Death Joke
Andrea Jane Kato

And then she collapsed like a star. And then
he collapsed like twelve stars. And then she

was reborn as a mermaid. And then he transformed
into gases and rose into the atmosphere and reached

out toward black oblivion as if it were his wife
and he was seeing her for the last time. And after

her scales sparkled and she drowned, she dissolved
into the water and then evaporated into the clouds.

And then he remembered things in bright bursts like
the black stitches across his face like little railroads

the large box of oranges he threw at the girl running
away, small puddles of ice cream everywhere. And when

the sunlight struck her, burning through her wetness,
she spent days dying on repeat and then coming back to life.

And then he became scared of these memories
and drifted off to sleep. And then when

she came back from her multiple deaths,
she clawed onto a place in a dream with

luscious green everywhere, lovely rivers
running, five-story watermelons to run

in circles around. And in his sleep
he saw many pretty girls and these

many pretty girls danced for him,
like majestic trees swaying but then

all stop to vomit gold and jewels,
everything becomes like a kaleidoscope,

and he dies and goes to Heaven. And then
she got a chainsaw and carved a cave

into the watermelon to climb into and some
of the pink-red innards collapse and she

dies and goes to Heaven. And when in Heaven
he starts to sing like he never knew he could.

He starts to dance like gravity does not exist.
He starts to feel a boundless love for everything

that he has never felt comfortable with before.
And there, in heaven with watermelon juice still

fresh and sticky all over her, she is overwhelmed
and starts to sob. And there in Heaven she gets

sent elsewhere and she realizes that her existence
will consist of falling from the sky, puddling, and

evaporation, forever, doomed to be eternal rain.
And there, in Heaven, he realizes he is not in Heaven at all,

he is at a rave.



That Damn Heartless Bitch
Scott Simmons

“Show me that you can steal my heart”
She told me in a soft delicate voice.

So I did just that.

I cut out it out, grilled it, and I ate it.
Although to be honest the texture was rubbery

And the taste was frankly subpar at best.

Did I really kill her?

Fuck Yes I did!

Am I really guilty though?

Nope!

She really should have been far more clear on her instructions.

Oh well women can’t live with them can’t live without them.

Then again I suppose she didn’t live with me too long.

Running Joke
Casey Renee Kiser

The day I split,
the audience didn't notice.

I've mastered becoming invisible.

I crouched way down
into a cobwebbed corner of my mind.

I pictured her face and

I fucking did it. I split
in two.

We can still picture her face
if we try real hard

but it doesn't make us sad or anxious anymore.

We just let the laugh track play.
It gets louder. And louder

and she runs faster because she's not sure

what the fuck's in
my hand.



holy
J.A. Carter-Winward

i love the smell
of blood sex.
blood pumping out of
cunt,
blood pumping into heart,
blood filling cock,
blood flushing
chests and cheeks.

savory musk
it gets in the hair between your legs,
scent rising from under blankets,
unique—
no other blood fucking
smells exactly
like your blood fucking.

sex is a war between crushing pelvises—
entry and withdrawal—
blood the war paint
smeared on bellies and thighs
and sheets.

primal and raw,
crushed flower petals it is instinctual—
under bare feet, why women were once revered,
the scent of fur on the back long before the patriarchy
of a wolf's neck. sullied it—

blood sex the blood considered holy,     
is the beginning the women holy
and the end.

because we bleed…
but we do not die.

(From work in progress: poems)

love poems
Omar Alexandre

jesus christ, not another love poem. not another sad miserable prick with
no spit left in his bones pouring out false emotion. another dead rose

stinking up my nostrils crying about the one who got away.

shoot me now god, please. take me away from all this shit pretending to be
the next great thing. you all sound the same. you all cry the same. you all

go through pain the same.

you one-dimensional untalented schmucks.

get mad. insult someone. get politically incorrect. avoid your comfort zone.
dylan went through seven different phases plus some. how many have you

had?

fuck love poems.

slap her tits. spit in her mouth. grab her neck. bite that ass.

naw, fuck that, terrorize that ass.

and by god, go down on her. squeeze all the juice from her body.

don’t write her a love poem. don’t be a little bitch.

there’s blood running through her veins.



Gringo
Mather Schneider

My Mexican girlfriend says she likes me
because I am not macho.
She says Mexican men are too macho,
too brutal and mean.
We are at the supermarket and I am thinking
about how earlier she had begged me to fuck her in the ass
hard,
demanded I bite her tits
until they were bruised and
mushy plums,
how she led me
to force her to
her stomach
and squirmed until I held
her arms behind her like a vice,
how she screamed STOP
and then when I stopped she asked
me why I stopped,
how afterwards I was afraid
I hurt her
until I realized she was smiling,
and how she turned
to me and curled up in my arms
and went to sleep.
At the store I reach my hand
into the cooler
for a twelve pack of beer
which makes her frown, not because it is beer
and that I might get drunk on it,
but because it is LIGHT beer
like I am some kind of
girly man
who sits down
to pee.

Fetish
Craig Podmore

She wants to kill god when she cums.
Broken bottles on her breasts,
Fucking Guevara in her dreams.

She’d open her own crotch for the atom bomb.
Give me the statistics of the latest massacre
So I can cut myself to it.

I read to her excerpts of the morgue report
Regarding the deaths of Goebbels’ children
So she can fantasise about their laments whilst orgasm.

Pictures of holocaust stapled to her vulva,
Bile stained, bible pages in the toilet –
The derogatory is obtained.

Personally I’d like to fuck Eve and make her purge
An apology for the fall of man but congratulate her too,
For the ruins of god’s insipid plan.

The Drunk Poet And The Nun
Doug Draime

Fame hasn’t &
changed his wearing
nasty habits skin tight
much jeans &
though lace thongs
the nun is
now taking the drunk poet &
the lord’s always the nun
name in vain jacks off is

watching really
her undress starting
                                         to dig it



Putting Things In It
Kurt Newton

At an early age I began
putting things in it

Momma told me to leave it alone
said to keep my legs closed

and my eyes open
said a man would come

soon enough
to take care of things

but I kept at it
late at night sometimes

under the sheets
a flashlight

to see what I was doing
under the stairway

behind the barn
I didn’t want to wait till

some man came and
told me what to do

what to say
how to be

and when to be it
now I just sit

with my legs open
wide sometimes

my eyes shut
just dreaming about

all the things
I’ve put in it so far

and all the things still left to put
and why some women

settle for just
any old thing.

Double Penetration
Aneka Brunssen

double penetration 
is a

sensory deprivation chamber 
which induces a 

silent hallucination 
of you 

floating along the spiral 
path of the galaxy 

only to be sucked into 
the black hole 

of what you used to think 
pleasure was. 

double penetration 
is a masterpiece 

of female anatomy 
expressed as 

liquified thought 
projected onto a mirror 

within a mirror 
next to a woman's 

pulsating pussy.

A. Lynn Blumer
Pardon Me I Just Want to Fuck The First Person to Come Near Me

& now I know how most men feel.



Help This Boy  ~  G. Arthur Brown

Help this boy
He has just the one good arm
The other arm is an evil arm
Made out of rats and bats and weasels and sin
And AIDS and car crashes and wasps and broccoli
And burnt waffles and tar and hate and bad fathers
And sand spurs and dog whistles and little pieces of
Popcorn kernels that get stuck in your teeth
Help this boy
for this boy is you
Help this girl
She has just the one evil arm
The other arm is made of wintermint and pumpkin spice
And kosher hotdogs and baby aspirin and the smell of rain
Her dress is made out of hope and praying
And Applewood-smoked bacon
And her hair—well, her hair is
apricot orgasms mixed with a lazer beam background
and a great dance beat
Dance with this girl until she cries.

Soak  ~  Kerney Bee

Everything is temporary.
I speak in this tone
that brings home the fact
Life can be so dull.
It's not all excitement of
laughter and kisses,
making money, being popular.
Sometimes,
Well, sometimes it is just
a warm soapy bath being
filled with tears of salt
to help heal your bones,
while you wish you were anywhere
but soaking in whatever this is.

This Time
Martin Appleby

I used to have a recurring dream
about you
every night
and it was always the same –
we were back together
and happy
and every morning
I would wake up
alone
and my heart would break all over again
but every night
I would convince myself
that this time
this time
this time
it was real
One time my best friend
was there too
and he told me
not to worry
because this time
this time
this time
it wasn’t a dream and
I got him to pinch me
to make sure
Finally!
This time
this time
this time
I was awake
and it was real             and now years have passed
But of course it wasn’t             and the dreams have stopped
and I woke up             but I have resented my best friend
alone             a little bit
and crying             for lying

            ever since



Crazy Chicks
Martin Henninger

My wife and I were swapping spit
and past-misadventure-stories.
What is it with you and
crazy chicks? she asked.
I smiled.
Crazy chicks know how to fuck, I said.

But then I thought, and left, unsaid,
all the other reasons—
the “whats”…with me ‘n’ crazy chicks.

Crazy chicks dance in the grocery store,
even when there’s no
Muzak—hell, when they do
almost anything.
And they will.
Do anything.
And everything.
At least once…

Crazy chicks aren’t afraid to go downtown,
with or without you—not just the city.
They go downtown and surprise you with
something melting on their tongues,
dissolving something fiery or icy
on your dick, then
bring it up and around,
hard.

Crazy chicks keep you on your toes,
take you aback, or tie you up, depending
on their moods, and
at the end of the day,
you never know if she’ll feed you,
fuck you,
or stab you with an ice pick—hell,
she might do all three at once
just for the crazy-chick fun of it.

Crazy chicks are the voices in your head.

Crazy chicks get freedom,
and sniff out normal
like an autistic-savant drug bitch,
knowing, as the stench hits,
that normal is another word for trap.
A crazy chick catches you playing air guitar?
She fills in on drums.

A crazy chick knows what it’s like
to get so close to the edge,
jumping is only a matter of
leaning an inch forward.
She’s got the guts to look,
but the heart to stay put—
not for her,
but for the people who love her,
even though she really believes
if she jumped, she’d sprout
winged feathers and fly.

My wife
nudged me out of my
crazy reverie and said,
Where did you go off to, M?
I asked you ‘what else was it
with you and crazy chicks’?

I pulled her close and said,
I guess you could say,
‘birds of a feather’ Then,
or some shit.  I proceeded to take

my very own crazy chick
to the edge;
we spilled over it together,
and I’m telling you, man—

We were flying.


